TECA Data Safe

Going beyond IT disaster recovery to keep you in business
A history of delivering solutions to SMBs

Rapid Rebound

Nearly a decade ago, it was difficult for small- to medium-sized businesses
(SMB) to find reliable backup and disaster recovery solutions within their
sometimes-limited means.

For express recovery to the cloud and
beyond, Rapid Rebound enables a
rapid-fire return to business after a
disaster in as little as 6 to 24 hours.

What was available at that time was geared toward Fortune 500 companies
and major corporations with the resources to afford complex, expensive
backup and recovery solutions.
Then in 2005, with the skill and technology needed to fill this void, the IT
experts at TECA Data Safe began offering a backup and disaster recovery
solution that fit the needs and finances of SMBs, as well as Fortune 500
companies, major corporations and government agencies.

It’s critical to have a realistic and effective plan
in place so that when (not if) disaster strikes,
the cost to business is minimal.
From the beginning, TECA (Technology Equipment Coverage and Availability)
has been a customer-driven enterprise, delivering the backup and disaster
recovery solutions clients demanded, while innovating and creating new
methodologies and technologies along the way. With superior, hands-on
service and recovery solutions designed to fit your IT budget, TECA goes
beyond disaster recovery to keep customers in business.

Innovation that ensures business continuity
From the start, while others simply offered the technology, TECA provided
customers with the infrastructure, as well as the critical service needed to
back up and recover valuable systems and data. As technology has evolved,
TECA has approached customer solutions in innovative and creative ways,
integrating cutting-edge virtual technology with industry best practices to
offer the comprehensive, pioneering solutions they provide today.

TECA’s Rapid Rebound service works with virtually any platform, offering
cloud recovery and storage, as well as benefits at a local level. Additionally,
Rapid Rebound affords customers access to TECA’s IT experts, who ensure a
quick and seamless return to business after a disaster.

Disaster Recovery & Recovery Planning
Disaster recovery begins long before disaster strikes. In fact, it’s critical to
have a realistic and effective plan in place so that when (not if) disaster
strikes, the cost to business is minimal. To that end, TECA offers customers
the tools needed to plan accordingly, including a downtime calculator, white
papers, e-news articles, plus recovery testing, high-availability solutions and
warm site recovery, all to the cloud.
For more detailed information about TECA’s products and services, go to
www.tecadatasafe.com

Why TECA should be
protecting your business
Why should you choose TECA Data Safe as your backup and
disaster recovery solution? Quite simply, their cutting-edge
technology works.
They can make this claim because they test their customers’
systems once a year, or more, if necessary. The results prove the
effectiveness of the solutions, while delivering peace of mind to
the customers.
Additionally, TECA’s multi-platform solution offers
comprehensive coverage for an entire company’s needs, while
their responsive technicians and dispatch center offer access to
recovery servers 24×7.
With flexible terms and solutions that are cost-effective, TECA
services are well within the reach of a small- to medium-sized
business budget, or that of a larger organization.
Finally, TECA continues to establish themselves as industry
leaders by constantly exploring better, faster and more
affordable ways to back up and recover their customers’
valuable applications and data.
Doesn’t your organization deserve the protection of industryleading TECA Data Safe?
Call 1-888-398-6235 for more information or complete the online
contact form. One of TECA’s SMB technology specialists will be
happy to answer your questions.
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